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By analogy with the sequence space I, (p > 0). the concept of f,  was lirst intro- 
duced in [G. Das, B. Kuttner, and S. Nanda, Some sequence spaces and absolute 
almost convergence, Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 283, No. 2 (1984), 729-7391. In this 
paper we present certain negative results for f,  (p > 0). c 1991 Academx Press. Inc 
This paper is a continuation of [ 1 ] in which the concept of iP was first 
introduced. In the present paper we prove certain negative results for iP. 
Given an infinite series 1 a,, which we will denote by a, let x, = 
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uniformly in n. We denote the set of absolutely almost convergent series 
by I? We define, for p > 0 
iP = a : f IO,,] P < cc uniformly in n 
i ,,I = 0 1 
ip= 
1 
a:sup f I@,“]P<x: . 
” m=O 1 
Hence, i, = 1 For details see [I]. 
We recall that any normed space F of sequences s = (s,) is said to have 
AK (Abschnittskonvergenz) if every sequence with a finite number of 
non-zero terms belongs to the space, and if, with the given norm, 
as r + oc,, where the sequence s”’ = (sy’) is defined by 
pl- sn (n<r), ” - 0 (n > r). 
If the space has AK, the dual space is the set of functionals of the form 
f(s)= t x,,s,, 
,I = 0 
where x = (x,) is any fixed sequence belonging to the Kothe-Toeplitz dual 
of F (i.e., the set of sequences such that x x,s, converges for every SE F). 
Thus the problem reduces to an investigation of the Kothe-Toeplitz dual, 
which makes things easier. 
A BK-space F is said to have, AD (Abschnittsdichte) if the space 4 of 
sequence with finite support is dense in F. It is evident that AK implies AD. 
We shall show that for 1 < p < CO, iP does not have AD and hence it does 
not have AK. Before that we shall first prove the following 
LEMMA 1. It is possible for the series a ro belong to f (and hence to ir.fiw 
p > I ) without ir being true that 
a, --, 0 as n-+x 
Proof. We define 
1 (n = 2’, r = 0, 1, 2, . ..). 
X” = 
0 (otherwise). 
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Thus 
i 
1 (n=2’,r=0,2,3 ,... ), 
u,$= -1 (n=2’+ I, r= 1,2, 3, . ..). 
0 (otherwise). 
Hence, a, + 0 as n -+ CC. We now show that a E i. 
We first show that a is almost convergent. For a given n let r be the 
integer defined by 
2’-‘<n<2’ 
(except that the first inequality is omitted when r = 0, i.e., we have r = 0 for 
n=O, 1). Then 
p = r, r + 1, r + 2, . . . ). 
Now 
p < b3Am + n), r > log, n; 





The case n = 0 is easily dealt with, and we deduce that d,,,, + 0 as m + m, 
uniformly in n. Thus a is almost convergent to the value 0. Now, for any 
real U, write U+ = max(u, 0)~ = max( -u, 0). The definition of almost 
convergence can be put in the form that 
converges uniformly in n, and we want to prove that 
converges uniformly in n. Thus, since u = u+ -u -, Iu( = u+ + u- so that 
lul= -u+2u+, it is enough to show that 
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converges uniformly in n. But 
@,n,, = 4.w - dm - 1 .,I ; 
whence it follows from the expressions for d,,,, that, for rn 2 1, @i,, = 0 
except when nr = 2” - n (p = r, r + 1, . . . . as before). For m = 2” - n, p 2 r 
a -p+l-r (p-r) m-p+r I 
mr, - --= m+l m m(m+ l)‘mfl 
For a given n, consider the values m = 2” --. Each is at least twice the 
previous one, and the uniform convergence of I,,, @z,, follows easily. 
This proves the existence of u E i with a,, fr 0 as n -+ 30. 
It is known that (see [ 11) ic ,$ for p > 1. Therefore, the sequence x or 
the series a defined above belongs to iP. (p > 1) but a,, f, 0 as n -. x. But 
when p > 1, there is a simpler example of a series a such that a E iP but 
a, fr 0. For example, take a, = ( - 1)“. Then it is straightforward to see 
that u $ [ a E iP for p > 1 and u, f* 0 as n -. x. This example also shows 
that i is a proper subset of i,, for p > 1. 
Now before proving the theorem we promised we would first introduce 
the following space. For 1 Q p < CC define 
&= {{.Y,,),;-~: {x,,-X, ,j;=gdp. x , =o). 
Observe that I,, is normed by 
lil.~lllli= Il{.h-.u ,)llri, 
where for a E i,, 
(see C 11). 
IIu!IF=sSfP (J, ldL,ln)‘” 
THEOREM 1. For 1 < p < cc, i,, and &, do nor have AD. 
Prooj: Observe that for a E fP, 
IIQII r = SUP b”l = SUP I%.“l G Mp. (1) 
PI ” 
So that iPcl, and iP as Banach space is a BK-space (see [2]). Also for 
.YE&, 





&,c A := {x: lllxllld < CC}. 
Now with a and x as in Lemma 1 and y E 4 arbitrary, it follows from (1) 
and (2) that 
1 6 Ila - YII 3c G lb -Aa 
and 
1 G lllx - YIN, G lllx - ylllp 
This completes the proof. 
For our next theorem recall that 
We first prove 
o:syp I&i”Uki < w). 
LEMMA 2. If E is a BK-space such that bs c E c I,, then E is not 
separable (and hence not reflexive). 
ProoJ: For any sequence space F let 
IS= bn),L: I(-1,“42@‘j 
and 
F+nF={{c,}:c,=u,+(-l)“b,,n=0,1,2 ,..., 
bun) EF, {bn} 6 
Now bs c E c I, implies 
bs+lrbscE+xEEI,. 
But bs+nbs=l,, because if c = {c,} E I, then for a, = (c, - c, _ , )/2, 
6, = (c, + c, __ ,)/2 we have {a,} E bs, { 6,) E nbs. Hence, E + nE = I, which 
is not separable. But this implies for any BK-space E that E is not reflexive 
(see [2, p. 89). This completes the proof. 
We now prove 
THEOREM 2. For 1 c p < x, fp and I”, are not separable (and hence not 
reflexive). In particular these are not Hilbert spaces. 
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Proof: We lirst show that hs c la, for I < p < ,z. Let {a,} ,‘= o E hs. Then 
for every n=O, I, 2, . . . {~,,+i},x=o~hs and 
,,I + I, n I 
=sup c (I,- c a, 
n,. n r;n I F 0 
,<2sup i (I, =2M. 
n, I 1 I = 0 






Thus bs 5 I,, for I < p < co. But & c I”, (see [ 1 ] ). Therefore, for 1 < p < x. 
hs c i,, c I,, c I,. Now the result follows from Lemma 2. 
In particular it now follows that i, and fz are not Hilbert space. This 
statement can also be proved independently by observing that if 
a=(l,O,O ,... ), h = (0, ;, 0, . ..) 
then the parallelogram law fails to hold in the norm of iz and fz. 
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